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an extent or in a manner that undermines their ability to support bed down and sustainment of air power assets would be problematic. In addition, issues spanning apportionment in global force management processes, roles and missions for Air Force engineers in the joint environment, and command relationships between service engineer units in joint operations should be further studied and where appropriate incorporated in joint engineer doctrine.
INTRODUCTION
The use of U.S. Air Force civil engineers in joint combat support roles has proven to be extremely effective in current operations in both Iraq and Afghanistan, and based upon this success, the demand for joint engineers is growing. With this success, there are a number of lessons that joint engineers have learned regarding the most effective application of this versatile, highly regarded, but small community, and how to do so in an interdependent versus independent but complimentary manner. 1 To that end, the military engineer community must internalize those lessons, incorporating the most critical in joint and service policy and doctrine.
Air Force leaders have raised valid concerns with forces organized, trained, and equipped to support combat air power being overused for combat service support of the land component. Joint employment of Air Force engineers to the extent or in a manner that undermines their support of the bed down and sustainment of air power is problematic.
Moreover, issues spanning appropriate command relationships among service engineer units, best-suited roles and missions for Air Force engineers, and Air Force engineer apportionment in global force management processes should be resolved now before perceived service disparities become an impediment to future joint cooperation.
Air Force engineers are actively contributing to the joint fight, both in traditional air power support and non-traditional ground combat support roles; this is significant and important, and it should continue. Such versatility suggests that joint engineer doctrine and operations are evolving-for the betterment of both joint war fighting and the most effective -Engineer capabilities are a significant force multiplier in joint operations, facilitating the freedom of action necessary for the joint force commander (JFC) to meet mission objectives. Engineer operations modify, maintain, provide understanding of, and protect the physical environment. In doing so they assure the mobility of friendly forces, alter the mobility of adversaries, enhance the protection and enable the sustainment of friendly forces, contribute to a clear understanding of the physical environment, and provide support to noncombatants, other nations, and civilian authorities and agencies.‖ 3. JCS, Joint Engineer Operations, I-2. 4. While not a formal term found in joint doctrine, for the purposes of this paper, -installation engineering‖ comprises the following capabilities and activities defined in JP 3-34, Joint Engineer Operations: command and control of engineer forces and assets, force bed down, base camp development, site surveys, digitized mapping, real estate management, construction and repair of infrastructure and facilities, infrastructure and facilities operations and maintenance, hardening, environmental management, and protection (fire and emergency services, disaster preparation and consequence management, and explosive hazard disposal). 5. JCS, Joint Engineer Operations, Appendix B.
combat service support organizations and moving them to the combat arms branches.
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The Air Force has followed suit. However, it has chosen to maintain a corps of active duty engineers (roughly 16,600 airmen) charged with garrison planning, development, and sustainment and organized, trained, and equipped to deploy and accomplish the same tasks at forward locations. 7 Their core competency is rooted in installation engineering, and they comprise a substantial portion of the active military's tactical-level forces who are expert in this function. To understand why, one must consider the role of the air base in the provision of air power. The air base is the platform from which land-based air power is projected- Air Force leaders fear that supporting non-Air Force missions for extended periods could have long-term detriment to the Air Force and America's overall security. 13 These concerns center on the cost to sustain non-air power missions-fiscal costs to train and equip airmen for ground combat missions they would not otherwise conduct, and other longer-term recruiting and retention costs. Operations tempo has put a well-publicized strain on the Army and Marine Corps, and while the Air Force is subject to the same strain, particularly in its low-density, high-demand specialties, Air Force engineers are experiencing similar dwell rates as soldiers and marines. 14 Finally, there is concern that airmen may lose touch with their culture and roles as airmen, the more they are immersed in ground combat support missions. Given these concerns, one can envision how these costs may have the long-term effect of distracting airmen from their primary mission sets and thus undermining the combat The use of airmen in roles outside of their traditional service functions is a relatively new phenomenon-seen recently in substantial and growing numbers. This construct (formerly called -in -lieu-of‖ tasking) has been coined by the Air Force -Joint Expeditionary Tasking‖ by Gen Schwarz and has been a source of public contention among senior Air Force leaders. Some have suggested that the service has become a defacto combat support/combat service support arm for the Army. In spite of this, it is hard to envision service leadership (if they were so inclined) saying, -We're not doing this anymore.‖ Therefore, for the sake of contingency and crisis-action planning, optimal organizing, training, and equipping, and ultimately/mostimportantly the airmen who will deploy for these missions, the Air Force needs to come to terms with the planned future use of this construct.
the last three decades.
From a doctrinal perspective, the -interdependent engineer‖ concept is already being formalized.
Each Service has core engineering units and capabilities that stem from their traditional roles and associations to meet specific operational needs and to support accomplishing a variety of mission requirements in any environment. An understanding of the Services' combat, general, and geospatial engineering capabilities allows the JFC and the joint force engineer to tailor the engineer force to effectively and efficiently accomplish the mission. The Air Force needs to tailor its approach to force presentation as well, or at least modify the way it allocates Prime BEEF units. The precedent has already been set for Air
Force security forces by the Global Force Management Board (GFMB). Security Forces are incorporated as part of aircraft force capability packages in the GFMIG, though are identified separately by the GFMB to make them more visible for joint planning groups. 28 The Air
Force should pursue such an approach for Prime BEEF units as well, to enable better engineer support to the joint fight. In doing so, however, it will be extremely important for airmen assigned to joint staffs to have an input into the proper, most appropriate assignment of Air Force engineers, while ensuring they are made available for the projection of combat air power when and where it is needed. If not satisfied with the direct support provided to them by the Prime BEEF Group, one would expect to see additional requests for engineer forces that would likely be employed with OPCON and TACON applied differently. In the end, this debate centers on improving efficiency while maintaining effectiveness. The Air Force has proposed an organization and command relationship that it believes will do that. Each additional general (installation) engineer unit in theater represents one less maneuver unit available for primary mission objectives; so, both effectiveness and efficiency are important when it comes to installation engineering.
Where Do Air Force Civil Engineers Best Fit in the Joint
There is the related challenge of resourcing Air Force engineers operating within this command relationship. As discussed above, in their traditional roles Prime BEEF units do not have indigenous communications, transportation, and supply capabilities. Per doctrine, the ADCON unit retains these responsibilities. That has not happened, and Air Force engineers have had to rely on Army communications and logistics functions for support at the forward operating locations to which they are assigned. In addition to sourcing logistics support in theater, sourcing for pre-deployment training and equipping is also a question. Air Force units performing missions that expose them to ground combat threats have relied on Army force projection platforms for pre-deployment specialized training that they have not otherwise had in the past. 40 As Air Force engineers continue to mature their capacity for employment in the joint environment, they will need to adapt and grow current training and equipping capacity. 41 It seems logical to leverage joint training and equipping processes 40. When assigned ground combat support missions, Air Force engineers typically travel between forward operating bases by ground, exposing to ground combat threats. They are also performing general engineering tasks outside of the controlled installation perimeters. This requires combat training skill sets and equipment not traditionally required for Air Force engineers operating within the installation perimeter. 
